
Click at the percentage to 

view the Similarity Report

It takes some time to generate 

the Similarity Report

Viewing Similarity Report

These indices do not reflect Turnitin’s 

assessment of whether a paper has or has not 

been plagiarized. 

Originality Reports are simply a tool to help an 

instructor find sources that contain text similar 

to submitted papers. 



Feedback Studio
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Match Overview
The Match Overview gives you

a breakdown of all the

matches that have been found

in the paper and allows you to

clearly view the similarity

score.

All Sources
All of the sources that have

been found are displayed and

sorted by highest percentage

to lowest percentage match.

Clicking on any source will

change the navigation bar at

the top of the page, displaying

how many times that this

source has matched in the

paper.

Filter and Settings
From the Filters and Settings side

panel, you may exclude sources that

are less than a certain number of

words or a certain percentage of

words, or to make bibliography and

quote exclusions from the similarity

report.



Viewing Similarity Report
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Similarity 

Score

Original Paper

The color and number 

tags matches each other



Match Overview
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Similarity 

Score

Original Paper

Full Source View

Link to source 

webpage



Match Overview-Viewing the full text
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Link to source webpage



Match Overview-Viewing the full text
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Similarity 

Score

Original Paper

3 Type of Sources：
1. Internet Source: WWW webpages, Open Access journals…etc.

→ are able to view the full text

2. Student Paper: Student papers submitted to Turnitin repository.

3. Publication: Turnitin partners with journal, articles and e-books, 

you can view the whole article only if they are subscribed by 

your institution.



All Sources
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You can further refine this navigation 

by clicking on an individual page 

within a source.



All Sources – If the source is from Student Paper
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Your instructor may be able  to 

request permission to view the paper 

from the instructor to whom the 

paper was originally submitted.

❶



Exclude sources (Instructor only)
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Instructor ONLY ❶
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❷

❸

Exclude sources (Instructor only)



Filters and Settings
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Originality Check will disregard any matches 

that use the following quotation marks:

"..."  «...»  »...«   „…“ 「」『』
‘…’ is not supported

Originality Check will disregard any 

matches after the keyword: reference, 

resource, bibliography, literature...etc.

https://guides.turnitin.com/01_Manuals_and_Guides/Student_Guide

s/Feedback_Studio/Bibliography_and_quote_exclusion_definitions

Originality Check will remove all 

matches that are less than the length 

of the number or percentage of words 

supplied.

https://guides.turnitin.com/01_Manuals_and_Guides/Student_Guides/Feedback_Studio/Bibliography_and_quote_exclusion_definitions

